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it’s another title week this time around as we have Carmelo
Hayes defending the North American Title against Tony D’Angelo
in the main event. Other than that we continue the build
towards the Great American Bash, where Bron Breakker will
defend against Cameron Grimes. Other than that, we get more
Lash Legend and Joe Gacy because we’re that lucky. Let’s get
to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Solo Sikoa vs. Grayson Waller

Before the match, Sikoa talks about how he’s tired of Sikoa
whining and is ready to uncensor himself. That’s enough for
Sikoa to charge at him and the fight is on fast. They head
inside with Sikoa hammering away and hitting a belly to back
suplex.  Back  up  and  Sikoa  head  fakes  him  to  set  up  a
clothesline as Waller can’t get anything going here. Waller
gets smart by kicking at the leg and dropping Sikoa for a
change. Sikoa gets sent outside but comes back with an elbow
to the face as we take a break.

Back with Waller hammering away and grabbing a cravate. The
trash talk takes a bit too much time though and Sikoa knocks
him to the floor. The turnbuckle pad is taken off somewhere in
there, meaning Sikoa misses a charge into the exposed buckle.
That means the rolling Stunner can finish for Waller at 12:14.

Rating: C+. The Waller push gets a bit of a recharge as he
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beats Sikoa, who was on a pretty nice roll coming into this
week. I’m not sure where all of this is leading for the North
American Title, but odds are it will involve having a bunch of
people in a match at once. At least it might not involve a
ladder this time around.

Tony D’Angelo is ready for a big night and promises to take
things over tonight. Santos Escobar shakes his hand and calls
him the Don, though D’Angelo makes threats if he doesn’t win
the North American Title tonight.

JD McDonough is coming. He says never bet against an ace, he
looks like Jordan Devlin and he sounds like Jordan Devlin, but
this is JD McDonough.

Katana Chance/Kayden Carter vs. Yulisa Leon/Valentina Feroz

Carter dropkicks the dancing Leon down to start and the rapid
fire double teaming begins. Leon is sent into the corner for a
running dropkick to give Chance two. Chance sweeps the leg for
two but it’s quickly off to Feroz to take over. That doesn’t
last long as Carter is right back in to double team Feroz
down. A superkick into the neckbreaker/450 splash combination
(with the 450 being more knees to the chest) gives Chance the
pin at 5:14.

Rating: D+. This was a bit rough, with that ending being a
hard landing for everyone. Chance and Carter continue to be
one of the better women’s teams in the company, but hopefully
the main roster doesn’t figure that out and think that they
should be involved in the Tag Team Title picture. Leon and
Feroz are fine as jobbers of the division but that’s about it
so far.

Here is an upset looking Wes Lee for a chat. He thanks the
fans for everything but he has gone from the highest of highs
to the lowest of lows. Lee was a two time Tag Team Champion
but then he had his world explode under his feet. All he has
been doing is trying to prove himself from Xyon Quin all the



way to Sanga, but here is Trick Williams to interrupt.

Williams says no one wants to hear this and suggests that
Lee’s partner (not named) left because Lee was dragging him
down. Lee accuses Williams of playing second fiddle to Carmelo
Hayes and the challenge seems to be thrown out. Williams calls
him Afro Thunder and says he’ll leave like Lee’s partners do.
Somebody  better  call  the  doctor  after  that  line  (Ready  2
Rumble reference if that didn’t make sense.).

Tiffany  Stratton  rants  about  how  annoying  Wendy  Choo  is,
especially with all of those onesies. Stratton swears revenge
for Choo costing her a match though.

Legado del Fantasma vs. Diamond Mine

Joaquin Wilde/Cruz del Toro vs. Damon Kemp/Roderick Strong
here. Strong takes del Toro down by the arm to start and
cranks away. Kemp comes in for a shot of his own, followed by
dragging del Toro into the corner so Strong can kick away.
That doesn’t last long as it’s off to Wilde to clean house.

Kemp is right there to cut him off though and the chinlock
goes on. That’s broken up as well and it’s del Toro coming in
to take over on Strong. Everything breaks down and it’s del
Toro hitting a slingshot dive to the floor. Two Dimes yells at
Del Toro though, leaving Wilde to get caught with a jumping
knee to the face to give Strong the pin at 4:54.

Rating:  C.  This  stuff  with  Legado/the  D’Angelo  Family  is
wearing thin in a hurry and I don’t exactly see myself keeping
up much interest on the whole thing. The teams don’t like each
other and now they’re screwing each other over. It wasn’t a
great  story  before  it  got  to  the  point  and  now  it  is
continuing. Kemp is still worth a look most of the time though
and you can see the development week to week, which is a great
thing.

Giovanni Vinci brags about his win last week but Ikemen Jiro



comes in to brag about his own style. A match seems likely.

Apollo  Crews  fantasizes  about  beating  someone  up  in  a
stairwell. Then he snaps back to reality and goes to do it for
real.

Here is Toxic Attraction for a chat. Mandy Rose doesn’t think
much of Roxanne Perez, who is going to learn what it means to
fail. Cue Perez, with Cora Jade, who knows what it means to
live your dreams, especially with Cora Jade by her side. Perez
would rather win the Tag Team Titles with Jade, but here are
Katana  Chance/Kayden  Carter  to  interrupt.  The  line  starts
behind them so the brawl is on.

Carmelo Hayes and Trick Williams are ready to win, including
Hayes  defending  his  North  American  Title  against  Tony
D’Angelo.

Indi Hartwell is ready to move on but Kiana James interrupts
to mock her. Hartwell says no one cares about James’ opinion
and a match is set for next week.

Cameron Grimes vs. Edris Enofe

Grimes spins out of a wristlock to start but the pace picks up
until  Enofe  dropkicks  him  down  for  two.  Enofe  gets  sent
outside though and Grimes hits a running kick in the apron. A
high crossbody gives Grimes two and he tries some YES Kicks,
which have Enofe begging for more. They trade shots to the
face for a double knockdown until Enofe sends him into the
ropes for a knee to the head. The big running flip dive drops
Grimes again but the 450 misses back inside. Grimes hits a
swinging Side Effect and the Cave In finishes for Grimes at
5:37.

Rating: C. Completely fine match with Grimes getting some
build before he gets to the title match. Sometimes that’s all
you need and it worked well here. Enofe is just good enough to
make Grimes break a bit of a sweat and that is all he needs to



do  with  something  like  this.  Good  enough  match  here  with
Grimes getting the boost that he needed.

Thea Hail arrives at Chase U and finds out that she’s rooming
with Bodie Hayward. Hail unpacks (with wacky sound effects)
and is VERY excited to be here. She’s off to get food, though
Hayward takes a shot to the ribs to slow him down.

Nikkita Lyons is on her way back next week.

Brooks Jensen vs. Von Wagner

Jensen gets sent into the corner to start but Wagner goes
after the hand (not the one that was hurt), including tying it
up in the turnbuckle. The armbar is broken up and Jensen
starts fighting back, only to get taken down by the arm. The
fireman’s carry neckbreaker finishes Jensen at 4:46.

Rating: D+. Yes, more Wagner, as we continue the push of the
generic power guy who has nothing going for him and does
absolutely nothing of note in the ring. I don’t see much in
Jensen either, but Wagner is reaching the point where I spend
more time trying to figure out what WWE could possibly see in
him. Not much more than a squash here, and even that was
boring.

Bron Breakker comes in to see Cameron Grimes and says that’s
the Grimes he wants to see at the Great American Bash. Grimes
says if this version shows up, he’s winning the NXT Title.

Joe Gacy gives the Dyad a pep talk about winning the Tag Team
Titles  again.  Can  we  just  say  they’re  the  Grizzled  Young
Veterans and move on?

Alba Fyre vs. Lash Legend

Legend kicks her down to start but has to fight out of a Gory
Bomb attempt. A butterfly suplex drops Fyre and legend gets to
keep up her awkward looking stomps. Fyre is back up with a
Gory Bomb but misses her Swanton, allowing Legend to get in a



baseball bat shot for the DQ at 3:27.

Rating: D. Lash Legend is not good and I’m running out of ways
to say it. I know WWE wants the NIL people to succeed and that
Legend has the size and sports background that they love but
my goodness. Who looks at her and thinks she is ready for TV
when she can bring down someone as talented as Fyre?

North American Title: Carmelo Hayes vs. Tony D’Angelo

Hayes is defending and a bunch of people are here. Hayes flips
around to start but everyone gets on the apron. The referee
looks at them and….does nothing, as they drop to the floor so
D’Angelo can punch Hayes. They head outside with Hayes being
sent into the steps as we take a break.

Back with D’Angelo grabbing a seated abdominal stretch but
Hayes fights up and hits a springboard spinning clothesline
for two. D’Angelo grabs a suplex for two as Trick Williams is
looking worried. A Codebreaker gives Hayes two but Stacks
offers a distraction, allowing Escobar to slip…..Hayes some
brass knuckles. D’Angelo yells at Escobar and it’s a right
hand from Hayes for the knockout to retain at 10:35.

Rating: C+. I liked this a bit more just because it seems like
we  might  be  on  the  way  to  some  big  finale  of  this
Escobar/D’Angelo stuff. Hayes can get out of this and move on
to the other challengers, as thankfully this felt like a side
quest. Good enough match too, with the ending being there to
advance the storyline more than anything else.

D’Angelo is mad to end the show.

Overall Rating: D+. I wasn’t feeling this one of the most
part, though most of the wrestling was adequate. The problem
here  was  that  NXT  seemed  to  be  focusing  on  the  least
interesting stuff, which isn’t the best way to spend two plus
hours. The show felt long and there was nothing on here worth
seeing, making this a rather long show. Granted there is a



very good chance that has to do with it being another taped
show, so maybe the live versions can pick it up a little. For
now though, not a good week for NXT.

Results
Grayson Waller b. Solo Sikoa – Rolling Stunner
Katana Chance/Kayden Carter b. Yulisa Leon/Valentina Feroz –
Neckbreaker/450 combination to Leon
Diamond Mine b. Legado del Fantasma – Jumping knee to Wilde
Cameron Grimes b. Edris Enofe – Cave In
Von Wagner b. Brooks Jensen – Fireman’s carry neckbreaker
Alba Fyre b. Lash Legend via DQ when Legend used a baseball
bat
Carmelo  Hayes  b.  Tony  D’Angelo  –  Right  hand  with  brass
knuckles

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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